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LEARN
Who is Mary Ann Mears?
A Contemporary Artist

Have you ever tried drawing something in 3D?
Try it with the letters of your name here!

That is the term used to describe someone making art right
now. Mears currently lives and works in Baltimore, Maryland.
As a child, she spent hours drawing and painting. In college,
Mears took her first sculpture* class. She loved the challenge
of creating art in three dimensions! She also learned to weld
in that class. Today, Mears is known for transforming her
inventive abstract shapes into large welded steel and aluminum
forms. Her public sculptures change the spaces around them
into something truly interesting. Reston Rondo invites you to
become part of the sculptural environment and experience it
from every angle or in the round as the title suggests.

An Arts Activist
Mears really cares about kids having access to art.
She even founded an organization to help support art
education in Maryland public schools. Mears believes
art connects kids to other subjects. She is glad that
she paid attention in her own math classes — math
comes in handy when she needs to figure out the size
and placement of her sculptures. She also believes
that art helps us become more creative problem
solvers and more imaginative thinkers.

Using some math and art, connect the dots with a ruler or
protractor to make some fun designs. Color them in too!

A Positive Placemaker
Can a sculpture change how a space looks and feels? Can it
make you feel happier? Mary Ann Mears thinks so. She wants
her public sculptures to ”add a moment of beauty” to someone’s
day. Mears also says, “As an artist, above all, I want to express
the joy of being alive.” That’s a pretty positive way of thinking!
She chose bright yellow for Reston Rondo because it is a warm,
welcoming color to attract people to the entrance of Reston
Town Center. Visit www.maryannmears.com to see some more
examples of Mears’ bright and playful sculptures in other
public spaces.
*Go to page 10 to see the definitions for the words in bold!
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FUN FACT
Mears works like an inventor to test her ideas. She makes small-scale models
out of different materials to try out different shapes, sizes, and arrangements
for her sculptures. Check out some of the models she created while designing
Reston Rondo:

WATCH
Click this link to see a video of Mears talking about Reston Rondo!
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EXPLORE
Mary Ann Mears likes to make public art for
particular places. For this reason, Reston Rondo
is called a site-specific sculpture. The artist made
it just for that spot! If you put Reston Rondo in
another space, it wouldn’t be the same. We can
think about it like a conversation is taking place
between the sculpture, the buildings and the park
around it. Mears thought about the size of the
buildings, all of the trees, and how we would look
at the sculpture from different angles. She even
considered how Reston Rondo would look from a
passing car or viewed from a window above!
When Mears begins a public art project she visits
the site many times to find out as much as she
can about where her sculpture will be located. On
her site visits to Reston, she took photographs,
made sketches, and talked to different people to
learn more about the community. She wanted
to highlight the big green, open spaces and the
importance of nature in Reston. She also wanted to
create a sculpture big enough to be seen against
the buildings in the background. Most importantly,
she wanted her sculpture to be something fun to
look at.

Imagine how Reston Rondo would look in front of your
home. How would the space change it? Picture it here!

“You’re great to
have around!”
“You both inspire
me!”

“I like your
leafy shapes!”
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CREATE: AT HOME
PLAYING WITH SCALE: MAKE A MODEL (All ages, but younger children may need assistance)
Imagine you have been asked to create a sitespecific artwork for your neighborhood or a local
park. To begin, take a walk to collect some fallen
leaves or flowers. Look for shapes that interest
you and spark your imagination. At home, make
drawings of your favorite shapes on some tag board
and cut them out with scissors. Play with them by
scoring, folding, and rolling them to make threedimensional forms. Use tape to hold them in the
form you like and perhaps to add more pieces to
create your sculpture model. You can attach them to

1.

a base made out of cardboard or tag board with the
tape or glue. Imagine your model being blown up to
ten feet tall or even bigger and installed in a favorite
spot in your neighborhood.
MATERIALS:
• Collected leaves, flowers, seedpods and other
things found on a nature walk
• Paper, pencils and markers for drawing
• Cardboard or tag board, scissors, tape and glue
for model making

2.

4.

3.

5.
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CREATE: AT HOME
DRAW TO MUSIC
Titles are important!
Mears chooses hers very
carefully. To her, Rondo is about
the round shape made by the
three parts of the sculpture. A
rondo is also a type of musical
arrangement that repeats a
phrase at the beginning and the
end. Find some rondos on the
Internet (click here or here for
some famous ones) or listen to a
favorite song and let the music
guide your pencil as you make a

drawing that responds to sound.
What do you notice about the
lines you make? How do they
seem to match the sounds? How
would you describe them? Add
some colors that express how the
music makes you feel.

MATERIALS:
• Paper and pencils (or use the
space below)
• Something to add color
such as markers, crayons or
watercolors

How about singing a round with
your family such as “Row, Row,
Row Your Boat” or “Make New
Friends!”
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CREATE:
AT HYATT PARK
For these activities you will need your body to move around, your eyes to look closely, a camera to take
pictures and a pencil and paper to write with (or use the space provided.)

While you walk around the sculpture, notice how it changes from every angle.
Talk about how it makes you FEEL, THINK, and WONDER:
•
•
•
•
•

What are some of the first things you notice about the sculpture?
What do the shapes remind you of?
What words would you use to describe the shapes?
How would you describe the color? How does it make you feel?
What would you like to ask Mears about her work?
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CREATE:
AT HYATT PARK
STRIKE A POSE!
Let Reston Rondo inspire
some fun movements. Mears
likes to think of her forms like
the gestures we make with
our bodies. She also says her
sculpture contains a kind of
frozen energy that is waiting to
be released, like when we have
to sit very still but can’t wait to
move.
Try mimicking the shapes of the
three parts of the sculpture with
your body and see what it feels
like to be in those positions.

How would you describe these
movements or gestures? What
would the sculpture look like if
each piece suddenly moved? Can
you imagine them in different
positions like Mears did with her
models?
CAPTURE IT IN PICTURES!
Like Mears, use photography to
help you look more closely at
the sculpture in its setting. Use
the camera on your phone to
frame pictures of the sculpture
from different angles both at a
distance and up close.

EXPRESS IT IN WORDS!
The words we use to describe
what we see in a work of art can
inspire another art form: poetry.
Write down some of the first
words that pop into your mind as
you look at the sculpture. Using
these words, write a poem that
expresses how the sculpture
makes you feel. Or, write a type
of poem called an “acrostic”
poem. First, write Reston Rondo
vertically on your paper (or
in the space here) so that the
letters form a single column.
Let each letter inspire a word or
short sentence. For example, the
letter “R” could inspire the
word “radiant”.

Ravel Dance Studio’s performance of Rondo Grazioso in 2015.
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WORDS TO KNOW
Abstract Art:

Art that does not try to look like things in our everyday world. It uses
colors, lines and shapes, but they are not intended to look exactly like
certain objects or living things

Install:

Place or fix in position

In the Round:

Freestanding sculpture meant to be looked at from all sides

Model:

Small-scale, three-dimensional version of a sculpture to test the size
and final appearance of an artwork in a space

Rondo:

Piece of music that has one main phrase played several times and with
different phrases played in between, such as the form
A-B-A-C-A-B-A

Sculpture:

Three-dimensional artwork that is realistic or abstract

Site-Specific:

Created to exist in a particular space and that takes that location and
often its history into account when designing and planning the artwork

Sketch:

Quick or “rough” drawing to explore initial ideas – not meant to be
finished artworks

Three-Dimensional:

Objects with length, height and depth

Weld:

Join metal pieces together by heating the surfaces to the point of
melting using a blowtorch

Here are sections of Reston Rondo waiting to being put together. It was so big Mears could not make it in her studio!
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Project Director — Anne Delaney
Research and texts — Phoebe Avery
Design and illustrations — Abigail Fundling
Photography — Charlotte Geary Photography, Mary Ann Mears,
and Public Art Reston
Film and videography — Storycatcher Productions
Special thanks to Mary Ann Mears for her generous
contributions to these activity pages.
Public Art Reston seeks to inspire an ongoing commitment to
public art and create a new generation of artworks in Reston.
Public Art Reston is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit organization and
contributions are tax deductible to the full extent of the law.
publicartreston.org
© Public Art Reston 2020
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